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The helix-turn-helix motif

The HTH motif is a common recognition element used by transcription
regulators and enzymes of prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Although the motif is
traditionally defined as a 20-amino-acid segment of two almost perpendicular
α helices connected by a four-residue β turn, here we extend the definition to
those with longer linkers, such as loops, as long as the relative orientation of
the helices is maintained. Binding sites are typically 16-18 bp long and
pseudo-palindromic.



More helix-turn-helix

Binding sites are typically 16-18 bp long and pseudo-palindromic. The
recognition helix of the HTH motif binds in the major groove and phosphate
backbone contacts are mediated by the remainder of the helical bundle. The
hinge helix from each subunit is inserted in the same DNA minor groove at
the center of the binding site and jointly introduce a kink by intercalation of
leucine sidechains.



The helix-turn-helix motif

Luscombe, Austin, Berman, Thornton,
http://genomebioloyg.com/2000/1/1/reviews/001



The helix-turn-helix motif



Zinc coordinating proteins



Leucine zippers, coiled-coils



Other α-helix motifs



TATA box binding family



High-mobility group (HMG) proteins



Basic architecture of the lac repressor

A view of the lac repressor monomer
from the complex with DNA. Four
functional domains occur in repressor
monomer: starting from the N-terminus
(1) the DNA binding domain or
headpiece (residues 1–45) is colored
red; (2) the hinge region (residues
46–62) is yellow; (3) the ligand binding
domain or core (residues 63–329)
which has distinct N- and C-terminal
sub-domains are colored in two shades
of blue; and (4) the tetramerization
helix (residues 340–357) is purple.



Interaction of the headpiece with DNA



Modes of DNA binding

The lac repressor–DNA complex (residues 1 to 68) is shown in yellow. (A) illustrates
the binding to the repressor to the symmetric operator. The HTH motif fits snugly in
the major groove of the operator DNA and the hinge helices bind and expand the
minor groove of the operator. (B) shows the binding to the repressor to the natural
operator as seen in the crystal structure. (C) shows the binding of the repressor to the
natural operator, as seen in solution. (D) illustrates the binding to the repressor to a
non-specific sequence, as seen in solution.



Aside: Computational docking DNA to proteins

Linear B-DNA docked to FadR. (a) The top
500 docked B-DNA solutions follow the 20°
bend of the DNA (light purple) bound to
FadR (monomer A, magenta ribbons;
monomer B, purple ribbons; blue
recognition helices and red wing
structures). The 500 best-ranked B-DNA
fragments docked to free FadR (centers
shown in turquoise) show tighter clustering
than the 500 best-ranked B-DNA fragments
docked to the DNA-bound FadR (centers
shown in yellow). The geometric center of
the crystallographic DNA (red sphere)
demonstrates the substantial bend induced
in DNA when it binds to FadR.

Roberts, Case, Tsui, Predicting Interactions of Winged-Helix Transcription
Factors with DNA. Proteins 57, 172-187 (2004)



More such docking

Linear B-DNA docked to the DNA-bound PU.1 structure (green). (a) The centers of the 500
best-ranked DOT solutions (purple surface) form a curve that runs along the axis of the bent
crystallographic DNA (light green). The geometric center of the crystallographic DNA (red
sphere) lies closer to the protein than the centers of the docked linear B-DNA fragments due to
the curve of the bound DNA over the convex protein surface. (b) Top 30 DOT solutions indicate
the curvature of the bound DNA. The three clusters of solutions seen in the top 30 ranked
structures are represented by rank #1 (red, RMSD 12.1 Å), rank #2 (yellow, RMSD 6.7 Å) and
rank #8 (blue, RMSD 10.4 Å). In all three clusters, the DNA major groove lies over the recognition
helix. The yellow structure shows excellent contacts with the recognition helix but is more distant
from the minor groove contacts near Lys 219 and 245. The blue cluster has good contacts with
the wing and Lys 245, and the red cluster has good contacts with Lys 219 and the loop preceding
the recognition helix. Together the ensemble of these three clusters identifies the three main
protein contacts and the need for the DNA to bend to accommodate all three simultaneously.



Basic architecture of the lac repressor/DNA tetramer

A ribbon diagram of the
quaternary structure of
the lac repressor
complexed to DNA. Lac
repressor is a tetrameric
structure where each
monomer is drawn in
color. Each dimeric
repressor binds to a 21
base pair duplex
deoxyoligonucleotides (in
space filling
representation). The
observed lac tetramer
appears to be a tethered
dimer of dimers.



Repression and allostery



Lightning review of thermodynamics and stat. mech.

(good reading: J.C. Slater, “Introduction to Chemical Physics”; Dover,
pp. 3-51)

First law of thermodynamics:

dU = dQ−dW or ∆U =
∫

dU =
∫

dQ−
∫

dW (1)

Second law of thermodynamics:

dS ≥ dQ/T or TdS ≥ dU + dW (2)



Connections to microscopic properties

Let pi be the probability (fraction) of micro-state i . Then we can
postulate a connection to the entropy:

S =−k ∑
i

pi lnpi (3)

This is large when the system is “random”. For example, if pi = 1/W
(same for all i), then S = k lnW . This entropy is also additive (or
“extensive”). Consider two uncorrelated systems that have a total
number of states W1 and W2. The total number of possibilities for the
combined system is W1W2. Then:

S = k ln(W1W2) = k lnW1 + k lnW2 = S1 + S2 (4)



The canonical ensemble: temperature

Now consider dividing an isolated system (whose total energy U is therefore fixed)
into a number of subsystems, each of which could have its own internal energy Ei , but
where there is thermal contact between the subsystems, so that energy can be
transferred among them. The fixed total energy is

U = ∑
i

Ei pi

where pi is the probability that subsystem i will have energy Ei . Let us find the most
probable configuration by maximizing the entropy, subject to the constraint of constant
total energy and that ∑pi = 1:

dS = 0 =−k ∑dpi(lnpi)+ kβ ∑Ei dpi − ka∑dpi (5)

Here a and β are undetermined multipliers. The only general solution is when the
coefficients of the dpi terms add to zero:

lnpi = a−βEi

pi =
exp(−βEi)

∑exp(−βEi)
(6)



Connections to clasical thermodynamics

The Lagrange multiplier a is just the denominator of Eq. 6. To figure
out what β is, we connect this back to thermodynamics:

dS = kβ ∑
i

dpiEi = kβdQ ⇒ β = 1/kT

The denominator of Eq. 6 is called the partition function, and all
thermodynamic quantities can be determined from it and its
derivatives:

Z ≡∑exp(−βEi)

A = U−TS =−kT lnZ

S = −(∂A/∂T )V = k lnZ + kT (∂ lnZ/∂T )V

U = −(∂ lnZ/∂β ); CV = T

(
∂ 2(kT lnZ )

∂T 2

)



Partition function approach to allostery

[P] = 1

[Pα ]

[P][L]
= k

[Pα ] = k [L]; [Pβ ] = k [L]

[Pαβ ]

[Pα ][L]
= k ⇒ [Pαβ ] = k2[L]2

Note the the partition function is just the sum of the relative
populations (concentrations) of all species:

Q = 1 + 2k [L] + k2[L]2 = q0 + q1λ + q2λ
2 =

N

∑
i=0

qiλ
i



More on allostery

Now, compute the fraction of binding sites that contain ligands:

y =

(
0
2

)
1 +
(

1
2

)
2kλ +

(
2
2

)
k2λ 2

1 + 2kλ + k2λ 2 =
1
2

∑ iqiλ
i

∑qiλ
i

=
λ

2
∑ iqiλ

i−1

∑qiλ
i =

λ

2
∂ lnQ
∂λ

y =
λ

N
∂ lnQ
∂λ

=
1
N

∂ lnQ
∂ lnλ

Since this is uncoupled binding:

Q = 1 + 2kλ + k2
λ

2 = (1 + kλ )2

See Onufriev, Case, Ullmannn, Biochemistry 40, 3413 (2001) for a
generalization.



The Henderson-Hasselbach equation

AH ⇔ A−+ H+

Q = 1 + kλ

y = λ
∂ lnQ
∂λ

=
λk

1 + λk

Now, k = 10pKa and λ = 10−pH ; hence:

y =
10pKa−pH

1 + 10pKa−pH

This yields the usual sigmoidal binding curve you learned about in high
school.



Hemoglobin-like model

[T P ]

[T ][P]
= κ; µ ≡ [P]

[R]

[T ]
= L

λ T TP R

0 1 µκ L
1 kλ µκkλ Lckλ

1 kλ µκkλ Lckλ

2 k2λ 2 µκk2λ 2 Lc2k2λ 2

Q = (1 + kλ )2(1 + µκ) + L(1 + ckλ )2



No phosphate

y =
1
2

∂ lnQ
∂ lnλ

=
λ

2Q

(
∂Q
∂λ

)
=

λ

2Q
∂

∂λ

[
(1 + kλ )2 + L(1 + ckλ )2]

=
λ

2Q
[2(1 + kλ )k + 2L(1 + ckλ )ck ]

=
(1 + kλ )kλ + L(1 + ckλ )ckλ

(1 + kλ )2 + L(1 + ckλ )2

If L = 0, get simple non-cooperative binding; for L < 1 and c > 1 (that
is, T state is favored in the absence of ligand, but the R state has a
higher affinity), get “hemoglobin-like” cooperative binding.
When µ > 0, get a linkage between yL and yP .



Linkage relations

NyL =
∂ lnQ
∂ lnλ

; MyP =
∂ lnQ
∂ ln µ

d(lnQ) =
∂ lnQ
∂ lnλ

d lnλ +
∂ lnQ
∂ ln µ

d ln µ

= NyLd lnλ + MyPd ln µ

or (see pp. 25-26 in Slater):(
∂ lnλ

∂ ln µ

)
yP

=−M
N

(
∂yP

∂yL

)
Let P = H+ and L=O2 and N = 4:(

∂ log[O2]

∂pH

)
yO2

=
M
4

(
∂yH+

∂yO2

)
pH
' H+

deoxy −H+
oxy



Overview of the allosteric changes in lac

(A) The DNA complex is shown in yellow, while the IPTG complex is shown in blue. The addition
of IPTG causes a change in the NH2-terminal subdomains of the dimer, which causes the hinge
helices in repressor to move apart. This movement disrupts the dimerization of the helices and
the helices become disordered. The HTH motifs move out of the major groove binding sites (B).
The left side shows a dimer of lac repressor bound to IPTG (asterisk). A number of salt bridges
exist between the N-terminal sub-domains of the core, and the N-terminal sub-domains are
rotated and translated apart compared to the DNA-bound form. The hinge helices are not formed
when the repressor is bound to IPTG; the entire HTH headpiece is disordered. The right side
shows a dimer of the lac repressor–DNA complex. The salt bridges that exist in the IPTG-protein
complex are broken by the movement of the N-terminal sub-domains of the core. The hinge
helices are present, ordering the entire HTH DNA binding domain.



Allosteric changes in the lac repressor



More detail of the allosteric change



Overview of the allosteric changes in lac


